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Abstract
A new possible strategy in MR imaging (MRI) could be point-of-care MRI.
Point-of-care imaging strategies are
well-known from ultrasound. Pointof-care imaging is extremely focused
and goal-directed. Ideal exams are
those ones which can be performed
easily and quickly. This article provides some thoughts on the background, advantages and limitations
of this concept which could possibly
be applied to MRI.

Key Points
• Point-of-care MRI could
reduce examination time and
thus be more cost-effective
• Point-of-care MRI may
increase patient comfort
and thus compliance

the purchase price of the MR scanner
and equipment as well as the daily
running costs; a patient would think
of the final bill sent by the imaging
provider; the CEO of an insurance
company would list some of the
companies’ reimbursement numbers
and the sum paid to imaging
providers; a referring physician would
answer that he thinks there are high
costs but that this is justified in this
individual’s case; and a politician
would likely answer that the healthcare system of almost any country
is struggling financially, and that
overall costs need to come down. All
these observations share a common
basis – a desire for an ‘improvement
of costs’, i.e. greater efficiency.
Efficiency in MRI can be influenced
by several factors, but it is essential
to acknowledge that a reduction in
acquisition time per sequence, an
increase in field strength, and an
improvement in patient throughput
will come to an end at some point.
This is where a new strategy for
MRI is needed.

Background
One of the most frequently discussed
drawbacks of MR imaging in medical
literature is cost [1-7]. Although
costs have come down massively
over the past two decades, it still
remains an imaging modality that
costs more than other imaging
modalities, such as ultrasound
or X-ray. However, the term ‘cost’
needs closer consideration. When
a radiologist-in-chief is asked about
the ‘costs of MRI’, he would include
4

A possible new strategy:
some thoughts on point-ofcare MR imaging
This new strategy could be pointof-care MR imaging. Point-of-care
strategies in imaging are nothing
new and indeed well-known from
other modalities, such as ultrasound
[8-10]. In general, ‘point-of-care
ultrasound’ refers to the use of
portable ultrasound devices at the
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patient’s bedside. Typical characteristics for point-of-care strategies are the
following [8]:
The exam should be
• performed for a clear-defined
purpose in which it has been linked
to improving patient outcomes
• focused and goal-directed
• easily recognizable
• learned easily
• quickly performed
• performed at the patient’s bedside.
Theoretical basis of this strategy is
that the diagnostic purpose is based
on symptoms or sign-based examinations. Whereas all the listed requirements can be applied to ultrasound,
adapting the last requirement to MRI
is difficult. Nevertheless, whilst MRI
at the patient’s bedside is not possible,
I observe every day in my clinical
practice in a large European hospital
that patients are brought to our MR
imaging center in their beds and
moved from their bed to the scanner’s
patient table for MR imaging. Since
our in-house patients’ transportation
service is very well organized, patients
will show up in the MR center roughly
15 minutes after our technologists
called the nurses or activated the
online call for this transportation
service. In effect, this takes no longer
than walking to the patient’s bedside
with a portable device.
One could therefore conclude that
all the above requirements could be
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Table 1
Region

Sequences

Duration
[min]

Slices

Slice
thickness

Field-of-view
[mm]

Matrix

TR
[ms]

TE
[ms]

head

t1_se_sag

1:19

20

5

230x230

256x256

550

10

t2_tse_tra

1:32

20

5

230x230

261x384

5000

99

t2_tse_dark-fluid_tra

1:50

22

5

201x230

168x256

9000

92

ep2d_diff_3scan_trace_p2

0:47

22

5

230x230

130x130

4500

80

c-spine

t-spine

l-spine

knee

hip

shoulder

t2_tse_sag

1:26

15

3

240x240

240x320

3150

100

t1_tse_sag

1:38

15

3

240x240

192x256

550

9

TIRM_sag

2:18

15

3

240x240

192x256

350

40

T2_me2d_tra

2:35

3

3

180x180

192x256

580

21

t2_tse_sag

1:27

15

4

340x340

256x320

3700

90

t1_tse_sag

0:53

15

4

340x340

256x320

570

9

TIRM_sag

1:59

15

4

340x340

205x256

3550

41

t2_tse_tra

1:29

15

4

200x200

230x256

3500

86

t2_tse_sag

0:58

15

4

280x280

224x320

400

90

t1_tse_sag

1:06

15

4

280x280

224x320

570

9

TIRM_sag

2:11

15

4

280x280

224x320

3500

41

t2_tse_tra_msma

1:51

15

4

200x200

230x256

3500

70

pd_tse_cor

3:36

25

3

160x160

236x448

3200

35

t2_tse_fs_sag

2:23

25

3

160x160

230x256

4300

72

pd_tse_sag

2:08

25

3

160x160

256x320

3000

30

pd_tse_fs_tra

2:38

30

3

140x140

218x256

4020

34

t1_tse_cor

2:34

20

3

350x350

336x448

450

8

pd_tse_fs_cor

2:50

20

3

350x350

336x448

2800

31

t2_tse_tra

1:58

20

3

350x350

336x448

4000

85

pd_tse_fs_cor

2:32

20

3

140x140

192x256

3500

25

pd_tse_fs_tra

2:29

20

3

140x140

205x256

3000

34

pd_tse_sag

2:23

20

3

140x140

256x320

3000

33

Example of possible protocols for point-of-care MRI with a maximum total acquisition time of under 10 minutes for each anatomic region.
Please note that the point-of-care concept requires specifically tailored imaging protocols and the following might only be a basis for
further specific adjustments.

applied to MRI, although a further
change in thinking about the core
essentials of an MRI examination
may be needed. In the past, we have
always considered MRI a high-end
modality, where we can solve all
problems which other modalities could
not solve. This was mainly driven by
the inherent advantages of MRI over
other modalities, such as its much
better evaluation of soft tissue. Thus,
MRI is performed virtually the same
way anywhere in the world, as a
means to gather as much information
as possible from one single exam.

Let’s take a simple example: A referral for ‘suspicion of osteomyelitis of
the fifth toe’. Typically, such a patient
is placed in a supine position using
a dedicated foot coil and a dedicated
imaging protocol for the forefoot
which usually includes all toes.
However, strictly speaking, four of
the five toes are not of interest and
the clinician has not asked for them
either. The clinicians have examined
the patients and they know that it
is the fifth digit that is affected as
it presents as a painful, swollen
red toe. Applying the point-of-care

concept would mean that a tailored
MR imaging protocol could be
reduced to the fifth digit and since
the question is only to confirm/rule
out osteomyelitis, one sagittal and
one axial fast T1-weighted sequence
as well as one axial T2-weighted fast
sequence could be acquired. Contrast
might not be necessary to establish
the diagnosis, but adding a sagittal
fat suppressed T1-weighted sequence
could do the job if desired. Overall,
3 to 4 sequences would be enough,
and since the field-of-view can be
limited to the fifth digit only,
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between 5-10 slices each could be
enough. Such an imaging protocol
could be achieved within 6-8 min
overall imaging time which means
that the patients total in-room time
might be under 10 minutes. In
addition to greater cost efficiencies
of this point-of-care strategy, there
are also some advantages for the
patient. A typical osteomyelitis
patient might be an elderly diabetic
who may or may not also have
cardiovascular problems. Such a
patient often suffers from shortness
of breath and may have difficulties
in lying supine for a longer period
of time: A whole 30 minute forefoot
protocol would be extremely uncomfortable. There is therefore less likelihood that a 6-8 minute exam would
be hampered by motion artifacts as
frequently seen with longer protocol
durations. Since the point-of-care
exam is very short, it could therefore
dramatically improve the usefulness
of the acquired images, as they will
not be degraded due to motion.

1A

1B

The point-of-care strategy in MRI
has some limitations:
1. It needs to be explained to the
referring physicians that only
the specific clinical question has
been answered. There would
no longer be the opportunity for
incidental findings because the
MRI exam would be focused on
one single problem.
2. It may take time for both the
radiologist and the clinicians to
rid themselves of the feeling that
something is missing in these
exams. The list of sequences in
the PACS system will be as short
as the accompanying radiological
report will be. The latter – as an
extreme example – could be
limited to “There are no signs of
osteomyelitis in the fifth digit.”
3. More preparatory work before
individual examinations is needed
to store tailored point-of-care
protocols on the scanner next to
the ‘normal’ protocols. However,
the new software version syngo
MR E11 and the various Dotengines are the perfect platform,
since point-of-care protocols can
be integrated as own ‘strategies’
6

1

45-year-old male patient who was referred for MRI of the forefoot with the
specific question to confirm an abscess between the first and second toe. Pointof-care MRI with axial fat suppressed contrast-enhanced T1-weighted (1A) and
T2-weighted (1B) fast spin echo images confirmed the diagnosis of a local abscess
(arrow). Total acquisition time was 8 min.

in the pre-existing protocols. These
separate imaging paths can then
be chosen by the radiologist or
technologist in appropriate cases.
4. Staff need training in the new
point-of-care strategy, and the
patient-related processes outside
the scan room need to be
optimized as well. To take our
osteomyelitis example, 5 to
6 patients could potentially be
imaged within 1 hour and this
needs very efficient processes
within the MRI department.
5. Radiologists will eventually
have to face a higher work-load,
and efficient reporting tools and
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software are required to cope with
the additional work load.
6. With reduced scan time, insurance
companies and authorities will soon
start reducing the amounts they
reimburse for point-of-care MRI
examinations, since currently it is
the time that is reimbursed rather
than the impact or true value of the
imaging examination on the patient
outcome.

Future directions
The strategy of point-of-care MRI
might be applied to a proportion of
MR examinations where a very specific
clinical question is being asked.
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Tailored protocols may include reduction of number of slices, reduction
of number of sequences, smaller
fields-of-view and a clear awareness
that not everything that could be done
is indeed being done. However, in my
personal experience, there is no need
to reduce image resolution or other
parameters relevant for image quality.
But whilst I still prefer to have the
best image quality, I am happy to look
at fewer images and less anatomy at
the same time.

2A

In conclusion, point-of-care MR imaging may represent a new strategy
which might not only be more costefficient but which could also provide
several advantages for the patients.

2B
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75-year-old female patient was referred for MRI of the forefoot with a high
clinical suspicion for osteomyelitis of the great toe. Point-of-care MRI with
sagittal T1-weighted (3A) and coronal fat suppressed T2-weighted (3B) fast
spin echo images confirmed the diagnosis of osteomyelitis (arrow). Total
acquisition time was 7 min.
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